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Abstract tions containingdifferent explosive gas mixtures. The vari-
ous sectionsare separated from one another by thin Mylar
The temporal evolution of the combustionprocess estab- diaphragms,which are rupturedby the projectile.
lished during projectile transition from the launch tube into
the ram accelerator section containing an explosive hydro- Several ram accelerator operation modes, spanning the
gen-oxygen-argon gas mixture is studied.The Navier-Stokes velocity range 1-12kin/s, have been proposed. In the high-
equations for chemically reacting flow are solved in a fully speedmode of operationconsidered in this paper, ignition is
coupled manner, using an implicit, time accurate algorithm, achieved by means of shock heating. The combustion reac-
The solution procedure is based on a spatially second order tion couples with the shock, forming either a shock-induced
total variation _shing scheme and a temporallysecond combustion wave or a detonation wave, depending on the
order, variable-step, backward differentiation formula mixturecomposition,pressureand tube diameter.
method. The hydrogen-oxygen chemistry is modeled with a
9-species, 19-step mechanism. The accuracyof the solution Computationalstudies of this concept have in the past
method is first demonstrated by several benchmarkcalcula- been either focused on steady-state solutions [4-9] or based
tions. Numerical simulations of two ram acceleratorconfigu- on fully transientbut inviscid approaches, utilizing simple
rations are then presented. In particular, the temporal one-step combustion models [10-12]. The first time-accu-
developments of shock-induced combustion and thrust rate, viscous simulations of the ram accelerator were
forces are followed. Positive thrust is established in both reportedby Nusca [13], who used a global methane mecha-
cases; however, in one of the ram acceleratorconfigurations nism.
studied, combustion in the boundary layer enhances its sepa-
ration, ultimately resulting in unstart. A transient flow calculation clearly provides a more
accurate description of the combustion process in a ram
Introduction accelerator than does a steady-state solution. Also, it has
been shown that simple global reaction mechanisms often
The ram accelerator is a chemical propulsion method for cannot accurately describe shock-induced combustion,
accelerating projectiles to very high speeds. In this device, because of their inability to predict induction times correctly
developed at the University of Washington [1-3], a projectile [5]. Furthermore, recent calculations [4,5] have demon-
is accelerated inside a tube filled with an explosive gaseous strated that viscous effects are of primary importance, not
mixture, as shown schematically in Fig. 1.The ram accelera- only in ram accelerators but in any hypersonic propulsion
tor consists of a light gas gun (using helium as the driver concept. These observations illustrate the need for time-
gas), ram accelerator section, final dump tank and projectile accurate, viscous (turbulent) computations using detailed
decelerator. The light gas gun provides the initial accelera- combustion mechanisms.
tion to the projectile, which travels through the evacuated
launch tube and enters the ram accelerator section.The large Such calculations could not hitherto be accomplished,
evacuated tank serves as a dump for the helium driver gas. due in large part to the lack of an efficient numerical algo-
The ram accelerator section can be divided into several see- rithm. Most previous time-accuratesimulations of multi-spe-
ciesreacting flowsused explicitor point implicit methods, in
• which only the chemical source term was treated implicitly.
*ICOMP The reason is paxtly because the governing equations
tNyma, Inc. become stiff, thereby complicating the chemical source
$IFMD terms for the commonly used implicit methods. Since
explicit or point implicit methods are constrained by the
CFL condition, they axevery inefficientfor solving viscous,
reacting flows.
Recently, we developed a computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) code that addressed the need for efficient time-accu-
rate simulationsof chemically reacting, viscous flows [14]. It
is based on aspatially secondordertotalvariation _sh- termsin Eq. (1) madadditionalstate and constitutive equa-
ing (TVD) scheme and a temporallysecond order, implicit, tions needed forsystemclosure are given by Yungster [4].
variable-step, backward differentiation formula (BDF)
method. The inversion of large matrices is avoided by parti- NumericalMethod
tioning the system into reacting and nonreacting parts; a
fully coupled interacfionis, nonetheless,maintaimd. The numerical method used for solving Eq. (1) is
describedin detail in Ref. [14]. Here we present only a brief
0
In thepresent paper we use thiscode to study the tempo- summary of the algorithm. For simplicity, only the two-
ral evolution of the shock-induced combustion process in a dimensional Eulerequations are considered in this deserip-
ram accelerator. In particular, we investigate the transition tion, although extension to viscous flows is straightforward
from the launch tube into the ram accelerator section con- [14].The equation set is diseretizedusing a temporally see-
mining an explosive hydrogen-oxygen-argongas mixture, ond order, variable-step,BDFmethod. The difference equa-
The hydrogen-oxygen chemistry is modeled with a 9-spe- tions are solved step by step; that is, approximate solutions
eies, 19-reactionmechanism [14]. n n
{Q),k} are generated at the discrete time points t
Two simplifying assumptions are made in this work, (n = 1, 2.... ). Thus, starting with the known initial condi-
wkieh represents a preliminary numerical study of flow ¢t
establishment in a ram accelerator.First, the bursting of the tions {Q_,k}J att = to the numerical method advances the
diaphragm occurs instantaneously and ideally, at the moment solution at each grid point in time, until the desired end state
of projectile arrival. Second, in order to avoid computations
involving extremely large pressure gradients betw_n the is reached. At each integration step, the time step Atn is
evacuated launch tube and the first ram acceleratorsection,a selected automatically,by using the procedure described by
buffer section containing an inert gas is introducedbetween Yungsterand Radhakdshnan [14].
the two segments, as shown in Fig. 2.
Assuming that approximate solutions have been pro-
Numerical Formulation
duced at the times tn -J (j = 0, 1.... ), the formula for
Governing Equations n + 1
advancing the solution to the current time t (i.e., for
The conservation form of the nonequilibrium Navier- solving the governing equations over the time interval
Stokes equations describing two-dimeusional or axisymmet- [tn,_+ 1] ) can be written as:
rie chemically reacting flow involving n species can be
written in general curvilinear coordinates (6, rl) as follows:
'A n - 1_ _JAtn[_i (3)AQ_k = _[ Qj, L __+ 1/2, k
a(F-Fv) a(G-Gv) -Fj- k+Gj, k -Gj, k-1/2 Wj, k]n+laQ+ 4 +j(s w (I) 1/2, I/2 -at - sv) = +
where, for thecurrentstep,
where the parameterj is zero for two-dimensional flow and
one for axisymmetricflow,a dva i bles: Q is the vectorof dependent AQ_,k = Qjnk l_Qnj, k (4)
J-l[pl, P2..... pn, PU,pv, e] T (2) is theineremental solutionveetor, T and _ are the variable-Q
step BDF method coefficients [14] and Atn (= tn + 1 _ in)
The dependent variables are the mass density of the ith
is the time step. The terms _" and G are the numerical
species Pi' the velocity components u and v, and the total fluxes in the _ and rI directions. They are computed using
energy per unit volume e. J is the grid Jacobian, and F and Yee's second order TVD scheme [15].
G are the inviscid flux vectors in the _ and 11directions,
Equation (3) is linearized in a conservative manner and
respectively. Similarly, Fv and Gv are the viscous fluxes, solved iteratively,using a lower-upper relaxation procedure
The terms S and S are axisymmetric source terms, and W consisting of successive CJauss-Seidel(LU-SGS) sweeps. At
v each time step, successivelyimproved approximatesolutions
is the chemical source term. A detailed description of the to Eq. (3) are generated, until an appropriate convergence
criterion is satisfied [14]. For the method to remain tempo- incident shock. Figure de shows the reflection of the shock
rally second order, the flux Jacobians (= _F/OQ and from the flat rear portion of the body and the formation of a
new Mach stem. Figure4f shows the computational results
• F_/_Q) must be exact; otherwise, the accuracy reduces to
first order. The inversion of large matrices is avoided by par- obtained by Young and Yee [17] at approximatelythe sameinstant as that of Fig. de. Their calculations were based on
titioningthe system into reactingand nonreactingparts; the MacCormacksymmetricTVD method [18].Thequalita-
however,a fully coupled interaction is preserved.The bene- five agreementbetweenourcalculations and theirsis excel-
, fit of the partitioningis that the computationalcost of the fin-
lent. The solutions of Young and Yec [17] at previous times
ear algebra associated with matrix inversion is the same as (not shown here) were also in very good qualitativeagree-
that for the commonly used point implicit methods. The rea- ment with our calculations.
• son is that the matrices arising in the two approaches are of
the same size. Another importantadvantage of ourmethod is Ramacceleratorreactingflow establishment
that it remains stable for large values of the CFL number,
thereby enablingthe use of largetimesteps. Two projectileconfigurationsare presented. In the first
case the projectiletail was truncated to resembleclosely the
Results projectilesused in the Universityof Washingtonexperiments
The goal of this work was to study numedcany reacting [1-3]. In thesecond case, the tailended ata sharppoint, and
flow establishment duringprojectile entranceinto the ram the projectileshape was modifiedwith the aim of maximiz-
acceleratorsection.However, before attemptingto solve this ing thrust.Both cases modeled the transition from a pure
problem,the accuracyof the method was assessed by solv- oxygen buffer section at _ = 1 atm, ir = 300 K into a ram
ing various time-dependentflows for which experimental accelerator section containing an explosive mixture of
data orresults of previous numericalsimulationswere avail- hydrogen,oxygen and argon at the same pressure and tern-
able.Two such "benchmark" cases, involving both reacting perature.The flow was assumed to be laminarin the first
andnonreacting flows, are presentedbelow, case and turbulentin the second. The numerical simulations
were carriedout for approximately 100 gsec, duringwhich
Benchmarktestcases the projectile would have Increased its velocity by approxi-
mately 20 m/s, assuminga typical acceleration of 20,000 g.
The first case was a simulation of Lehr's [16] ballistic Since this velocity increaserepresents less than 1%of the
range experiments, which consisted of spherical nosed pro- projectile's speed, its accelerationwas ignored in the present
jectiles of diameter 15-ram being firedinto a premixed, sto- calculations. Also, Bmckner et al [2] demonstrated that the
ichiometric hydrogen-air mixture. Figure 3a shows the acceleration terms in the governing equations can be
shadowgraphimage obtainedby Lehr [16] fora Muchhum- neglected for accelerationsless than approximately20,000 g.
bet _/ = 4.79. The corresponding computational result
obtained with a 220x220 uniform grid and a 9-species, 19- _CaseI
step reaction mechanismfor the hydrogen-oxygenchemistry
This case considered the ram accelerator configuration[14] is shown in Fig. 3b in the form of density contours.
shown in Fig. 5a. The explosive gas mixture in the ramUnder the conditions of the test, the reacting flow was unsta-
ble, resulting in a highly regular,periodic flow structure.An accelerator section was H2+ 3_502+ 1-5Ar. The projectile's
experimental frequency of oscillation of 720 kHz was speed was 2136-5m/s, which corresponded to a Mach hum-
reported [16]. The computed frequency varied from 701 to ber of 6_5in the buffer sectionand 6.065 in the ram accelera-
716 kHz. Computationsfor other flow conditionsalso exhib- tor section. The flow was assumed to be laminar, and a
Redexcellent agreement with experimental data [14]. constantwall temperatureof 300 K was specified at the pro-
jectile surface. A two-block 210xl10, 80x159 nonuniform
The second test case, taken from the work of Youngand grid was utilized.
Yee [17], simulated shock wave diffraction from a 400
wedge in air, as shown in Fig. 4a. The top of the wedge was The time evolution of the flowfield is shown in Fig. 6 in
rounded, with a radius of curvature of 0.17 times the base the form of nondimensional temperature T/Too contours.
width. Figure 4 presents the temporal evolution of the air
flow during the nonreacting diffraction process for an inci- Fig. 6a shows the projectile just before entering the ram
dent shock Mach number of 2.0. A 313x140 uniform grid acceleratorsection. The reflectedshock wave from the tube
was used, and inviscid flow was assumed, after Young and creates a small separation of the boundary layer, which
Yee [17]. Figure 4b shows density contours during the for- grows slowly with time. At t = 44.58 gsec (Fig. 6b) igni-
mation of the triple point, with the Mach stem and a contact tion occurs in the projectile boundary layer. Combustion
discontinuity emanating from it. As the shock wave moves spreads both downstream and towards the ram accelerator
over the rounded top, the Mach stem evolves into a curved tube (Fig. 6c). A shock-induced combustion wave is estab-
shock (Figs.4c and 4d), which travelsslightly fasterthan the lishedand thenreflectedfromthe tube wall, as shownin Figs
6d and 6e. The shock-inducedcombustionwave producesa witha maximumCFLnumberofbetween4 and I0.
large pressure over the back of the projectile,and a positive
thrust begins to be generated at t = 69.4 lxsec (Fig. 7). At The net thrust on the projectileis plotted in Fig. 9. The
t = 68.65 lisec the reflected conical shock created by the initial development of the thrust force is similar to that for
the previous ease. That is, the drag decreases progressively
small ramp ignites the mixture, creating a new shock-
as the projectile entersthe ram acceleratorsection, wheretheinduced combustion wave (Fig. 6f). This wave magnifies the
separationin the projectile's boundary layer, and combustion speed of sound is higher (and the Mach number therefore ,
spreads upstream through the boundary layer as shown in lower). There is then a suddenjump to positive thrust whenthe reflected shock-induced combustion wave reaches the
Figs. 6 g-i. This simulation required 3300 iterations and 11.2 projectile surface. The thrust shows a short increase prior to
hrs. of CPU lime on a Cray C90 computer, with a maximum
CFL number of between 3 and 11. unstart.
Figures 10 and 11 show the pressure distribution on the
The net thrust on the projectile is plotted in Fig. 7. Dur- projectile at various limes for the two eases previously
ing the transition into the ram accelerator section the drag described. The results for Case 1 are separated into surface
decreases, because the Math number of the flowahead of the pressure distribution (Fig. 10a) and projectile base pressure
projectile abruptly drops from 6_5to 6.065. Therefore,as the
projectile penetrates into the ram accelerator section the distribution (Fig. 10b).At t = 49.92 _tsec the surface pres-
sure is similar to that observed just before diaphragm burst-wave drag decreases progressively. Positive thrust is pro-
duced after the first shock-induced eombustionwave hits the ing (t = 3.27 _tsec), except that the pressure level at the
projectile. A new peak is formed after the second shock- nose is smaller due to the transition to a lower Math number
induced combustion wave is established, flow. At t = 76.64 _tsec and t = 91.78 lisee the high
pressure established over the back of the projectile, due to
Case 2 the shock-induced combustion wave, can be clearly seen.
The pressure plots at these times show four peaks. The two
This ease considered the ram accelerator configuration small peaks are both caused by boundarylayer separation.
shown inFig. 5b. The 30° ramp was shortened, andthe pro- The firstof the larger twopeaksis produced by the ramp and
jectile's shape modified with the aim of improving perfor- the second by the shock-induced combustion wave. The
mance. The explosive gas mixture in the ram accelerator pressure distribution on the projectile base is presented in
section was H2 + 3.750 2 + 0.25Ar. The projectile's veloc- Fig. 10b.The basepressureincreasessignificantlyduringthe
transient phase and then decreases to a level somewhat
ity was 2136.5 m/s, corresponding to a Mach number of 6.5 higher than that prior to combustion.
in the buffer section and5.863 in the ram acceleratorsection.
The flow was assumed to be turbulent, and a constant wall The pressure distribution for the second ease is given in
temperatureof 300 K was specified at the projectile surface. Fig. ll. The plots at t = 45.78 _tsec and t = 58.09 _tsecThe Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model [19] was used for this
calculation. A 315x110 nonuniform grid was utilized, give the distribution after ignition,but before positive thrust
is being produced. At t = 70.51 lisec positive thrust is
The time evolution of the flowfield is shown in Fig.8 in being created, andthe high pressureover the back of the pro-
the form of nondimensional temperature T/T** contours, jectile is evident in the figure. After unstart
Fig. 8a shows the projectile at amomentjustbefore bursting (t = 89.24 _tsec) a large pressure is established over the
the diaphragm. The initial flow development is similar to ramp, resulting in a small, but negative, total thrust at this
that described for the previous case. That is, ignition begins time.
in the projectile's boundary layer (Fig 8b), and a shock-
inducedcombustionwave is established (Fig. 8c). This wave Conclusions
is then reflected from the ram accelerator tube (Fig. 8d), and
A numerical investigation of the temporal evolution of
when it reaches the projectile surface (Fig Be)a large pres-
sure is established over the back of the projectile, producing the reacting flowfield established during projectile transitionfrom the launch tube into the ram accelerator section was
positive thrust at t = 58.9 gsec (Fig. 9). In this ease the presented. A methodology for simulating the reacting flow
reflected shock created by the ramp is not strong enough to establishmentwas described,and computationsfor two con-
ignite the mixture. In Fig. 8g combustion is seen to propa- figurations were presented to illustrate the capability of the
gate upstream through the boundary layer. The combustion numerical approach. The efficiency of our time-accurate,
occurring inside the small separation bubble forces it to fully implicit method was demonstratedby computing high-
expand. The boundary layer combustioncontinues to propa- speed, reacting, turbulent flows at CFL numbers as high as
gate upstream (Fig. 8h), ultimately resulting in unstartof the 10.
ram accelerator (Fig. 8i). This simulation required 3400 iter-
ations and 7.8 hrs. of CPU time on a Cray C90 computer,
In this study, ignition was always obtained in the bound- 1993.
ary layer, even when the projectile surfacewas cooled and its
temperature maintained at 300 K. The combustion in the 10.- Li, C., Kailasanath, K., Oran, E.S., Boris, J.P. and
boundary layer spread downstream and towards the ram Landsberg, A.M., "Numerical Simulations of Transient
accelerator tube, establishing a shock-induced combustion Flows in RamAccelerators,"AIAA Paper 93-1916, 1993.
wave. Subsequently, combustion also propagated upstream
, through the separated boundary layer. In one of the eases 11.- Thibault, P.A., Penrose, J.D. and Sulmistras, A.,
studied,this process unstarted the ram accelerator. "Studies on Detonation Driven Hollow Projectiles," Com-
bustionin High-SpeedFlows, J. Buekmaster et al., eds., Klu-
• This work suggests the need to exert some control of the wer AcademicPub., 1994,pp. 421-443.
boundary layer flow, for example, throughthe use of bound-
ary layer bleed or, as proposed in Ref. [12],a pure hydrogen 12.- Cambier, J. and Bogdanoff, D.W., "Ram Aecelera-
core maintained inside a thin-walled balloon. The latter tion from a Two-Phase Detonative System," First Interna-
method would not only prevent boundary layer combustion, tional Ram Accelerator Workshop, Saint-Louis, France,
but would reduce the gasdynamieheating of the projectile. 1993.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the Universityof Washington'sram accelerator facility [1-3].
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Figure 2. Ram accelerator configuration considered in the present study.
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Figure 3. Experimental and computationalresults for projectilemoving at M = 4.79 in stoichiometric
hydrogen-airmixture: (a) experimental shadowgraphimage (Lehr [16]); (b) computeddensitycontours.
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(c) (d)
Figure 4. Density contours showingtemporalevolutionof shockdiffractionby wedge using present method.
Figure 4. continued; (e) present method; (f) density contours computed by Young and Yee [17].
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Figure 5. Schematic of ram acceleratorprojectilesused in this study.Dimensions are in centimeters.
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Figure6.continued.
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Figure7. Nondimensionalnet thrustforce on ram_x_el-
Figure6. NondimensionaltemperatureT/T** contours etator projectile.(Here, Ap is themaximumcross-sectional
shownreactingflowestablishmentin ramaccelerator, areaof theprojectile.)
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' (a) t = 2.53gsec
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(i)t = 89.24
Figure8.continued.
(f) t = 63.04
Figure9. Nondimensionalnetthrustforceon ramaccel-
Figure8. NondimensionaltemperatureT/T contours eratorprojectile.(Here,Ap is themayAmumcxoss-sectional
showingreactingflowestablishmentinramaccelerator, areaof theprojectile.)
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